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Rules v1.7

Two to four players maneuver their drones around a crowded battlespace,
vying for advantages in space and positioning. Place and move your drones
strategically to control key areas, allowing you opportunities to disable your
enemies and protect your Controller. Work to impede enemy Controllers by
forcing them to the outskirts of the battlespace. Be the first player to
surround your Controller and unleash a final attack, destroying all enemy
forces.

Objective
⬣  Controller.The objective of Dronica is to completely surround your

The first player to completely surround their Controller wins the game.
Your Controller can be surrounded by any players’ pieces (including
other Controllers).

Pieces

⬣ Controller (1x per player)

⬣ Rounder drone (3x per player)

⬣ Hopper drone (3x per player)

⬣ Barrier drone (2x per player)

⬣ Transporter drone (2x per player)
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Surround your Controller
to win the game!



Play

Set up: Choose a color and place all 11 pieces of that color off to the side.
These are the pieces you will use throughout the game.

Battlespace (playable area): The pieces in play define the playable area,
known as the  battlespace. This battlespace is a single cluster of pieces.

On your turn: On your turn you can either add one of your pieces from out
of play to the battlespace or move one of your pieces that is already a part of
the battlespace.

Placing your pieces from out of play

⬣ Any piece that you add to the

battlespace from out of play must
be placed touching a piece that is
already a part of the battlespace
(except at the start of the game).
It cannot be placed on top of
another piece and it cannot be
placed next to your Controller,
even if your Controller is covered
by another piece.

Note: Once a drone is a part of the battlespace,

it can be moved next to your Controller.

Starting the game

⬣ The first player creates the battlespace by placing either a Hopper or

Rounder drone in the center of the table. Play continues clockwise
with players adding one of their Hopper or Rounder drones to the
battlespace. On turn four (once each player has added three pieces to
the battlespace) they must place their Controller. For the remainder of
the game (once all Controllers have been placed) players can choose
to either add a drone to the battlespace or move one of their pieces
that is already a part of the battlespace.

You can place this Hopper
drone anywhere, except next
to your Controller      .
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Initial turn actions

Turn 1 Players add a Rounder or Hopper drone to the battlespace

Turn 2 Players add a Rounder or Hopper drone to the battlespace

Turn 3 Players add a Rounder or Hopper drone to the battlespace

Turn 4 Players add their Controller to the battlespace

Turn 5+ Players either add any type of drone to the battlespace OR

move a piece that is currently a part of the battlespace

Levels of play

⬣ There are two levels of play. The  first level consists of the first layer

of pieces (those touching the playing surface) and any open spaces
around or within the battlespace. The  second level consists of all
pieces and space above the first layer. Any piece on top of another
piece is considered to be on the second level.

Note: Pieces cannot be stacked more than two high (there is no third level of play).

Drone Movement

Freedom of movement

Freedom of movement means that a piece must be able to slide out

of its current space and into its new space without disturbing any other
pieces within the battlespace.

Controllers and  Rounder drones are the only pieces that require

freedom of movement to move within the battlespace.
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The blue Rounder      has freedom
of movement, while the red
Rounder      does not.  The space
with the red hexagon cannot be
accessed by a Rounder or Controller
because it would require disturbing
other pieces in play.



Inhibiting movement and abilities

⬣ Any piece on the first level that is directly underneath a piece on the

second level cannot move, loses all abilities, and cannot be swapped
out by a Transporter drone.  See the  Pieces section for details on
drone abilities.

Breaking the battlespace

⬣ You are allowed to  break the battlespace so there is a space

between groups of pieces (i.e. two separate clusters).

⬣ If you move a piece that breaks the battlespace, all pieces from the

smaller cluster are removed from play and sent back to their owners. If
the two clusters have the same number of pieces, the player that broke
the battlespace decides which cluster remains as the battlespace.

⬣ Controllers that were removed from the battlespace are immediately

added back to the battlespace by their owners, starting with the player
who broke the battlespace, moving clockwise until all Controllers have
been placed. Controllers can be placed  anywhere on the first level of
the battlespace. Placing a Controller in this way does not count as a
turn. Play resumes where it left off.
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Moving the red Rounder      would break the
battlespace.  The two pieces to the right
would be sent back to their owners.  Then
the blue Controller      would be immediately
added back to the battlespace by its owner.
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Pieces

Your Controller can move one space in any direction, but
requires freedom of movement.

⬣ It cannot move up to the second level on its own. If

it is swapped to the second level by a Transporter
drone, it can move one space in any
direction on the second level. If
next to an empty space on the first
level, it can move down into that
space without requiring freedom of
movement. Movement cannot be
combined (each space moved
requires a separate turn).

Your Rounder drone can move anywhere around the
battlespace, but requires freedom of movement.

⬣ It cannot move up to the second level on its own. If it

is swapped to the second level by a Transporter
drone, it can move down to any empty space without
requiring freedom of movement.
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Your Hopper drone has three different types of movement.
Movement cannot be combined (each movement requires a
separate turn to complete).

(1) When on the first level, your Hopper drone can  only 
move up one space to be on top of a piece it is touching.

(2) When on the second level, your Hopper drone can move to any other
space on the second level.

(3) When on the second level, if next to an empty space on the first level,
your Hopper drone can move down into that space.

⬣ If your Hopper drone is on the second level and able to move (not next

to a Barrier drone), it can move on top of a Barrier drone that is on the
first level. That Barrier drone would lose all of its abilities.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Your Barrier drone has no movement on its own, but it can
inhibit the movement of your opponents’ pieces in two ways.

(1) Any of your opponents’ pieces directly next to your
Barrier drone (either on the same level or a different
level) cannot move.

(2) Your opponents’ pieces cannot be moved or placed next to your Barrier
drone (either on the same level or a different level). This includes both
moving pieces from elsewhere in play and adding pieces from out of
play.

⬣ If directly underneath another piece, your Barrier drone cannot be

swapped out by a Transporter drone, and loses all abilities. This
means that when your Barrier drone is underneath another piece, your
opponents’ pieces are no longer inhibited in any way (i.e. able to move
away from and next to a covered Barrier drone).

⬣ Any Hopper drone on the second level and able to move (not next to a

Barrier drone) can move on top of a Barrier drone that is on the first
level. That Barrier drone would lose all of its abilities.

Note: A Hopper drone can move from atop a Barrier drone to another space on the second level,

excluding spaces directly next to the Barrier drone.

Your Transporter drone has no movement on its own, but
can swap positions with any piece on the battlespace, except
other Transporter drones or pieces directly underneath
another piece.

⬣ Swapping positions with another piece does not cause

the cluster to break.

⬣ Your Transporter drone’s ability to swap positions is not inhibited in

any way by Barrier drones. Transporter drones are able to swap
positions with Barrier drones and any piece next to a Barrier drone.

⬣ When adding your Transporter drone to the battlespace from out of

play, it cannot be placed next to a Barrier drone.

⬣ Your Transporter drone would lose its ability to swap positions if

underneath another piece.


